Diffusion phenomena in solid matter have attracted substantial attention for a long time (see as examples [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ). The basis of most approaches to the investigation of these phenomena is expansion in powers of concentration gradients. In our approach, the atom migrates through grain cross-boundary in solid alloys. The application of this concept to the investigation of atomic migration trough cross-boundary grain in solid alloys turns out to be unknown so far. Despite the fact that atomic flux through grain boundary can be moderate, the concentration gradient can be extremely large. Therefore, the linear diffusion theory is not applicable. This fact has been used in constructing our model. An important assumption in our model is that the concentration of migrating atoms and the temperature can be described by a quasi-equilibrium distribution function.
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This article is based on the well-known fact that diffusion jumping time is longer than other characteristic time scales in a crystal. The jumping times are normally longer than 10 −10 s even at the melting point, and may become larger at low temperature. Thus, the mean interval between jumps is longer compared with the phonon oscillation period ω −1 ∼ 10 −13 s as well as with the lifetime of a phonon. Consequently, dynamic correlations between jumps may be neglected. Therefore, let us start with the Hamiltonian of a system of particles which interact only with a phonon:
where E i k is the energy of a particle and ħω i q is the energy of a phonon on i sites,â
are operators of the birth of a particle and a phonon. The spectrum of energy in different spatial points is different. The Hamiltonian of interacting atoms and phonons can be written in the form:
where Φ i,j k,q,k ′ ,q ′ is a matrix element. Interaction between two particles in different locations can be understood as a process for which one particle interacts with a phonon, receiving additional energy and can jump to another place in a crystal if this place is not occupied by another particle. If this place is free, a particle can irradiate the other phonon and sit on the free site. Particle number operatorN
satisfies the dynamic equation:
The next step involves the use of Zubarev's non-equilibrium statistical operator approach [6] :
In this case, we will ignore the interaction between particles at distant points. The flux is small but the difference between temperature or chemical potential can be arbitrary. The time derivative of the average number of the particles located in the lattice node i comes (by using this non-equilibrium statistical operator) as follows:
where 〈. . .〉 l means the average value on the quasi-equilibrium distribution.
The equation (5) is simplified to
if the equilibrium distribution is used in the right-hand side of equation (5). Here, A is the difference of chemical potentials in the external and initial states and
This relation for chemical reactions was obtained in [7, 8] . The equation is valid for small flux and linear dependence on the thermodynamic force. From the equations
we have e −τBâ+ i,kb
Using this non-equilibrium statistical operator and Wick's theorem one can obtain a kinetic equation
where
is the matrix element which takes into account the interaction between two sites, while f 
in a continuum approximation when the lattice constant a → 0. Only the states of the particle involved in diffusion process should be counted in this summation
In the continuous approach, the kinetic equation can be written as:
Therefore, the flux in this case is
The spatial dependence of the particles number N k (x) can be expressed in terms of the chemical potential and the energy activation as functions of coordinates. The ′ k N (E k ) takes into account only the states of a particle from which this particle can make a jump in the nearest sites. The distribution function for high temperature of the particles is of the form N (
. Using this variable we can write N (E k ) = e β(x)µ(x) m k (x) and the diffusion equation
for the 3D case becomes as follows: 
This equation is correlated with the equation of grain boundary diffusion in a standard form which was obtained in the [9] , and the model for diffusion in a pipe filled with a Knudsen gas [10] . In our case, the external field can be considered as the effect of the inhomogeneous structure of solid matter. This information is included in the coefficient V(r) which is dependent on the particle spectrum.
Let us consider some special cases:
1. Fick's diffusion equation comes from equation (16) 
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where all coefficients vary in space. This equation simplifies greatly if the coefficients D and β are constants. This is the well-know diffusion equation [11] [12] [13] :
3. The free energy functional for the inhomogeneous system is [14] :
which takes into account the arbitrary inhomogeneous distribution of particles. The chemical potential in this case can be determined from the thermodynamic relation:
This is a famous Cahn nonlinear diffusion equation [15] :
4. Now, consider a stationary condition 
This equation has a simple solution
Here, the chemical potential is a function of concentration. This approximation can be used to write the Cahn equation for nonzero V(r)
In the non-equilibrium case, when there exists a stationary flux:
there is a solution
where S is an arbitrary constant. Thereby, we found a new relationship between temperature, chemical potential, the flux of particles and diffusion coefficient.
In this article we received a new self-consistent equation for a description of the migration of atoms in solid matter by starting with the quantum non-equilibrium statistical operator [6] . This nonlinear differential equation is written in terms of macroscopic variables, i.e., concentration of migrating atoms. The kinetic characteristics of the system with different (small or large) gradients of concentrations and inhomogeneous distribution of particles can be calculated using this approach. This equation is reduced to a diffusion equation or even to Cahn's nonlinear diffusion equation under certain conditions (see above). Finally, we have to note that there are several ways to receive macroscopic transport equation starting from quantum mechanical statistics. See, for example [16] [17] [18] . We prefer to use Zubaryev's techniques which give a straightforward result in our case. However, the choice of the method is a matter of one's own opinion.
Рiвняння дифузiї у неоднорiдному твердому тiлi при довiльному градiєнтi концентрацiї Виведено кiнетичне рiвняння дифузiї i знайдено хiмiчний потенцiал для дифундуючих атомiв в неоднорi-дному твердому тiлi при довiльному градiєнтi концентрацiї. Базуючись на нерiвноважному статистично-му операторi, знайдено нове рiвняння, що описує мiграцiю атомiв в твердому тiлi. Отримане рiвняння в неперервному випадку перетворюється в нелiнiйне рiвняння дифузiї, яке при вiдповiдних умовах може бути трансформоване у добре вiдомi рiвняння Фiка або Кана. Отримано вiдповiднi розв'язки для таких рiвнянь.
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